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dragon ball z is the story of young goku, who is called dragon, born in dragon city and is the son of an unexpecting turtle hermit mother and vegeta, a saiyan prince. the dragon balls are awakened and they seek to fight a war against the space-based wizard, majin buu. with the help of his friends and the
dragon balls, goku completes his evolution and becomes the super saiyan blue form to battle the evil dragon balls from gaining a power greater than the man. this will be the most powerful of all the dragon ball games, with 24 playable characters, 15 of which are new to the series. you can change your

character on the fly during the battle, and you can make 3 force downloads for a higher power character. as if i watch the anime, my pets are angry, my wife has forced me into a frenzy of hatred for the anime, i'm hating watching anime as much as i'm hating my life. arched eyebrow? apparently yes. the
anime and manga both have their good aspects (shocking no) and they both have their bad points. i'm still waiting for kai to be aired. sorry. i just hope that the end is done by the time it airs because i don't want to just finish it on tv. i'm sure people will get the resolve of freeza after watching it a few

times. i understand when the end is not shown, but just finishing it the way it is.. the thing about dragon ball kai: it's difficult to know if the translation is 100% right, as they haven't translated the light and dark freeza arcs and the dragon balls were never translated. i think it's pretty safe to assume that
they've done a good job with this dub of the original dbz, but kai might not be a perfect representation of the original.
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the dragon ball z version, produced under the supervision of the japanese dubbing company, was made in 2003. this is an uncut version, with the exception of the original japanese voice tracks, which only appear in the digital remaster dvd and blu-ray of the kai. the twelve episodes of the series (plus the
movie) is 2 hours, 24 minutes. the 9 episodes of the series were edited and condensed in two episodes in the "special edition" (aka "special kai") which was released on the 24th october 2009. you can only watch dbz kai in 159 parts, mainly because they did not include filler episodes on what was aired.
that is actually what the producers wanted. also, it ended abruptly in the freeza saga, as it is called in japan, which made it even shorter than the original anime version. though there are fewer with kai, there are still memorable fight scenes, especially when the dragon soul soundtrack is played in the
background. actually, i think i tend to favor the english dub sometimes if only because i prefer the original japanese dub for z over kai's. but both languages are being given equal treatment. however, it is much easier messing around with a 5.1 audio track than a 2 channel stereo track. for that reason,
sometimes the english fares better than the japanese, but there are times where the opposite holds true as well. i really wish that the japanese track were available in 5.1 because, as it turns out, trying to edit and digitally alter a stereo track isn't all that much different from doing the same to a mono

track, like i did with dragon ball. i was so looking forward to that aspect of the project being much easier and flexible this time but the difficulty has proven to be about the same, and it frustrates me. i'd say it's only marginally easier dealing with stereo than mono. 5ec8ef588b
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